
ABSTRACT

In this paper, we considered two representative speaker
 adaptation (SA) approaches – MAP and MLLR techni
-ques – for our Korean isolated word recognition task. 
In addition, we proposed a new speaker adaptation alg
orithm to improve the performance of MAP technique.
 It is based on least squares method between MAP ada
pted mean vectors and the corresponding SI mean vect
ors. The results of our experiment using a CDHMM sy
stem indicated that the proposed SA technique yielded 
high performance improvement in the recognition rate 
espe-cially when the number of adaptation data is very
 limited. Moreover, the computational load of proposed
 technique is much smaller than that of MLLR.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there is a growing interest in speaker a
daptation (SA) techniques, which is an effective means
 of improving the performance of the speaker independ
ent (SI) speech recognition systems. Among these adap
tation schemes, maximum a posteriori (MAP) [1] and 
maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [2] ada
ptation tech-niques are known to be particularly promis
ing.

MAP adaptation tries to find the statistics of the SI mo
dels and that of the adaptation data. On the other hand,
 the MLLR adaptation transforms the SI models by lin
ear transformation on the mean vector of the SI model
s.

Although MAP adaptation technique is theoretically opt
imal, its convergence is slow because it does not influe
nce unobserved model parameters. MLLR provides a s
olution to this problem, which is to estimate a set of tr
ansforms of the HMM parameters and to adjust the de
gree of parameter tying, thus transforming all model pa
rameters even if the number of adaptation data is small.
 Therefore, the recognition accuracy of MLLR is better
 than that of MAP when the adaptation data is limited.

In this paper, we proposed a new SA algorithm, which
 i s

based on the concept of least squares method. This pro
cedure consists of three steps. In the first step, we get 
the MAP estimates of the HMM states observed in the
 adaptation data, and find the relationships between the
 MAP adapted mean vectors and the SI mean vectors 
by using least squares method in the second step. Final
ly, we use these relationships to predict the estimates o
f the states not observed in the adaptation data.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we br
iefly review the adaptation framework for MAP and M
LLR. In Section 3, we describe the proposed algorithm
 in this paper. Our experiment and the recognition resu
lts are discussed in Section 4. We finish with a short c
onclusion in Section 5.

2. REVIEW OF MAP AND MLLR ADAP
TATION ALGORITHMS

This section contains a brief review of the MAP and 
MLLR adaptation techniques. In our experiments we u
se the conventional MAP and a simplified version of 
MLLR because of its computational efficiency.

2.1. MAP Adaptation

Assume that the mean   is random with a prior distrib
ution       , and the variance    is known and fixed. It
 can be shown that       is also Gaussian with mean  
  and variance    [3]. A MAP estimate for the paramet
er    is solved by [3]

(1)

where n is the total number of training samples observ
ed in the corresponding HMM state, and    is the sam
ple mean.

2.2. MLLR Adaptation

Conventional MLLR [2] is the algorithm that finds the
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 transformation matrix, which maximizes the likelihood
 of the adaptation data when the SI mean vectors are t
ransformed. It needs a great deal of computations beca
use it uses mean vectors and covariance matrices of G
aussians. On the other hand, simplified MLLR [4] find
s the transformation matrix using least squares method 
between MLLR adapted mean vectors and the corres-p
onding feature vectors. It uses only mean vectors, and 
not the covariance matrices. Therefore the computation
al load of the simplified MLLR is much less than that 
of the conventional MLLR.

The simplified MLLR adaptation consists of the follow
ing two steps.

Step 1) Estimation of a transform matrix W, that is,

(2)

where N is the number of observation vectors, and
          is corresponding augmented SI mean vectors. 
This estimate is optimal in the sense that it minimizes

(3)

where        is the MLLR adapted mean vector corres-
pondent to the i–th observation.

Step 2) By applying this matrix to the augmented SI 
mean vector, we can obtain SA mean vector as follo
ws:

(4)

3. PREDICTIVE SPEAKER ADAPTATIO
N BASED ON LEAST SQUARES METH

OD

When few or no observations of a particular HMM stat
e are available, MAP cannot or poorly estimates the m
ean vector of that state. As in the most predictive tech
niques [5]-[7], this can be overcome by finding relatio
nships between the parameters of different models, and
 applying these relationships to the unseen HMM states.

In this paper, we proposed a new approach, which is t
o find relationships between MAP estimates and corres
-ponding SI mean vectors. If all the dimensions in the 
feature vector are independent, we can deal with each 
vector element independently. This assumption is reaso
nable in most applications.

3.1. Preliminary Model Adaptation

The model parameters with enough adaptation data are
 first updated using equation (1). Let the resulting esti
mate for the mean of the i–th model be

(5)

where M is the number of MAP adapted HMM states 
and n is the dimension of the feature vector.

3.2. Transformation Matrix Calculation

At this stage, to transform each dimension of the mean
 vector separately, we define new vectors which eleme
nts are composed of a certain dimension of the MAP a
dapted mean vectors in equation (5):

(6)

where     is the j–th element of the MAP estimated m
ean vector of the i–th model in equation (5). The trans
formation matrix is obtained by minimizing each of the
 following objective functions.

(7)

where

(8)

and     is the j–th element of the i–th SI mean vector 
and     is 2×1 vector which consists of the j–th row of
 the transformation matrix W of the following form

(9)

This leads to the following formula [8].

(10)
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3.3. Prediction of the Mean Vectors

The last stage of this algorithm is the prediction of the
 mean vector by using the transformation matrix obtain
ed from the previous stage. This is done as follows.

(11)

where    is the augmented SI mean vector, that is,

(12)

3.4. The Comparison of the Computational
 Loads

Once the MAP estimates are obtained at first stage, the
 additional computation of the proposed scheme is very
 small. Since     is 2×2 matrix, the amount of comput
ation in calculating the inverse matrix is negligible.

Therefore, the amount of computation of the proposed 
algorithm is slightly larger than that of MAP, but is m
uch smaller than that of MLLR. Moreover, as the adap
tation data increase, computational difference between t
he proposed algorithm and MAP decreases and that bet
ween the proposed algorithm and MLLR increases. For
 example, in case of 10 adaptation data, computational 
complexity of the proposed algorithm is three times as 
much as that of MAP, and one 26th as little as that of
 MLLR. In case of 30 data, it is only twice of that of 
MAP and one 29th of that of MLLR.

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

4.1. Experimental Setup

Phonetically optimized word (POW) database and phon
e-tically balanced word (PBW) database from ETRI we
re used for our experiments [9]. The HTK [10] was us
ed to train and test all models. The speech was coded 
into 20ms frames, with a frame advance of 10ms. Each
 frame was represented by 24-component vector includi
ng 12 MFCCs and their delta parameters.

POW database and PBW database were used to constr
uct SI HMMs and to evaluate the previously mentione
d SA techniques, respectively. The POW database cons
ists of 10 repetitions of 3,848 words from 80 speakers 

(40 males and 40 females). The models were state clus
tered triphones, containing a total of 1597 tied states. 
Among these words, we have selected 19,026 words to
 train a set of SI models. This set of SI models gives 
recognition accuracy of 96.6% on our test database, wh
ich will be used for baseline. The PBW database consi
sts of 2 repetitions of 452 words from 70 speakers (38
 males and 32 females), and speaker adaptation and tes
ting were carried out using this database. For speaker a
daptation, we used 1 repetition of 35 words from each 
of 9 male speakers. Also, we used other 100 words fro
m the same speakers for testing.

In the following experiments, we investigated the perfo
r-mances of various SA schemes. All of them were per
for-med in a static supervised manner using labeled ad
apta-tion data.

4.2. Results and Discussion

Experiments were performed using the adaptation techn
iques described in Section 2. Figure 1 illustrates the re
cognition results of MAP, MLLR and the proposed alg
orithm with varying number of adaptation data. In this 
figure, we found that the MAP performance is much lo
wer than the baseline performance. One possible reason
 for this is that, when the number of adaptation data is
 small, the state that has small adaptation data may be 
poorly updated by MAP algorithm. However it has not 
been confirmed yet and requires further investigations. 
For additional information,  in Figure 2, we plotted the r
ecognition accuracy of MAP with enough adaptation d
ata. When the number of adaptation data becomes large,
 high recognition accuracy is achieved, but one can see
 that the speed of convergence is slow as expected.

Figure 1: Performance comparison of the various SA s
chemes. The words, MAP, MLLR, proposed and baseli
ne, in the text box represent MAP adaptation, MLLR a
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daptation, the proposed method, and the SI HMMs, res
pectively.

Figure 1 also shows that MLLR outperforms MAP wh
en the number of adaptation data is larger than 5. Asy
mptotic convergence is achieved when the number of a
daptation data is about 10, and the accuracy is very hi
gh. However, MLLR performance is not guaranteed wh
en the number of adaptation data is very small.

Figure 2: Recognition results of MAP with sufficient a
mount of adaptation data.

From Figure 1, we can see that the performance of the
 proposed algorithm is much higher than that of the co
nventional MAP algorithm. While the MLLR performa
nce is not guaranteed when the adaptation data is limit
ed, the proposed algorithm records 55% error rate redu
ction compared to the baseline system even though onl
y one utterance is available. As the number of adaptati
on data becomes larger, the recognition accuracy of the
 proposed algorithm is slightly lower than that of MLL
R. However, from the viewpoint of computational load
s the proposed algorithm has greater strength to imple
ment the on-line adaptation than MLLR. In addition, as
 the number of adaptation data increases, the MAP per
formance becomes higher, and hence, the additional per
formance improvement of the proposed algorithm will 
be obtained.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we compared various speaker adaptation 
schemes in the Korean isolated word recognition experi
ments. Significant increase in recognition accuracy was
 obtained by those adaptation schemes compared to the
 baseline system. We have also proposed a new speake
r adaptation algorithm that is based on least squares m

ethod. Experimental results confirm its superiority to 
MAP algorithm. Even though only one utterance is ava
ilable, the error rate reduction of 55% can be obtained 
compared to the baseline system.

When the number of adaptation data is relatively large,
 the performance of the proposed algorithm is slightly 
lower than that of MLLR. However, since the propose
d method has much less computational load than MLL
R, it has a great advantage in real-time implementation
 of on-line speaker adaptation.
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